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Architectural Classification:

LATE VICTORIAN/Romanesque
LATE VICTORTAN/Italj.pnate

Other Desciiption 2 0th- century industrial

Materials foundation STONE * roofAffAj
walls STONE other METAL/stee]

Describepresent andhistoric.physicalappearance.
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Applicable National Register Criteria: _Af
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Architecture
Social History.

PeriodsofSiguificance: c.186p-1953

Significant Dates siaESu _2LB9D_ fl2D 1922

Significant Penons:

Cultural Affiliation:

ArchitectiBuilde.r Thompson. David 1890 reconstruction

State significanceof property,andjustify criteria,criteriaconsiderations,andareasandperiodsof significance
noted above.

X Seecontinuation sheet
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Description

The Royal Mill Complex consists of two major industrial buildings
connected by an overhead walkway, two secondary industrial buildings, a
detached office building, a dam with intact waterways, and a metal truss
bridge. The site has seen industrial use since 1814. This irregularly
shaped complex of approximately 14 acres is bordered by Providence and Hay
Streets, the rail bed of the now abandonedNew York New Haven & Hartford
Railroad and Royal. Mills Bridge No. 27, Dam Mc. 147 RI Department of
Environmental Management, and a ridge of land that rises at the southern
edge of the property.’ The South Branch of the Pawtuxet River passes
between the two main buildings. Providence Street curves to the southwest,
separating the main complex from a storehouse. The current Royal Mill
1920 and its historical predecessorshave dominated Riverpoint, the
neighboring village of worker housing, from the beginning of its industrial
activity. The survival of many 19th- and early 20th-century mill houses in
the vicinity of Royal Mill and the Bradford Soap Works suggests the
possibility of an eligible historic district; only the mill is nominated
here.

Inventory

1. Royal Mill, 125 Providence Street 1890, 1920: This 5-story, 450-foot
long building is of coursed rubble construction,2 its facade dominated by a
central tower/entrance and a clock tower at the southern end. Much of the
granite of this building was reused from earlier construction, probably
quarried from the neighboring highlands on the east bank of the river. The
width is 50’ except for the northern eli discussed below. The two square
plan, crenellated towers have quo-med corners and a belt course of granite
ashlar. The tower facades have an entranceway, three stories of
rectangular window openings and- a fifth-tory round arch window. The north
tower has two inset panels below, the belt course. These bear the
-inscriptions: 1855 the date of a major addition to the previous "Stone
Mill" and 1919 the date of reconstruction after a catastrophic fire
The south tower is similar to the north but for the addition of an upper
extension housing a clock. Below the belt course is a panel bearing the
inscription: Royal Mills. These towers were still standing after the 1919
fire. The tall; 1890 hipped tower roofs were dstroyed; the upper courses
of masonry were altered to form the present crenellations. -

- The 450-foot facade consists of 17 bays, the north tower., 36
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additional bays, and the south corner tower. The roof is flat and sealed
with asphalt and gravel. Windows have 6/9 sash with margined, rock-faced
granite linteis and sills. At the roof line there is a stepped brick
cornice and a plain wooden crown molding. The 1922 Sanborn Insurance Map
describes theuse of the building as follows: speeders and carding
-basement and first floor, speeders second, ring spinning third and
fourth, and weaving fifth.

- The same map shows the northern ell,90’ x 60’ at the rear as a
picker house basement, first, and second floor ‘and a condenserroom
fourth floor. An elevated walkway cbnnects the fifth floor of this ell
to the weave shed across the river. This eli also has a driveway to the
rear of the building. - ‘ ‘ -

- Interior floors are wooden plank. The floor plan iá generally open,
although certain areas throughout thebuilding are now partitioned for
office space, Columns are wooden.

The general contours of the main section of the Royal Mill still
define the location of the 1844 stone or "middle mill;" the break in the
building’s façade at the clock tower and its southern extensions define the
location of the original "upper mill." The area now occupied by the 1920
weave mill on the east bank of the Pawtuxet was used historically as
warehouse space served b a spur line of the Pawtuxet valley branch of the
New York, Providence & Boston Railroad.. The present raceway, parallel to
Providence Street along the façade of the mill, is in the location of the
extended waterways required by the 1844 construction, of a second mill at
the water privilege of the original wooden mill.

la. Middle Extension 1890,1920: ‘The ground floor and basementof this
irregularly-shaped, 5-story building roughly 400’ x 140’ overall are the
historic location of the sources of power andheating. Upper floors are
open space as in Building NO. 1. Its surface treatment is the same as that
of Building No. 1. The 1922 Sanborn describes the main body of this
extension as a generator room basement, carding! roving first floor,
speeders second, ring spinning third and fourth, and weaving/spooling
fifth . The generator room contains surviving water turbines, diesel, and
steam power sources for generation of electricity.

Although physically connected, Buildings No. 1 and l.a and its southern
extension vary in function and style. For this reason, this extension will

- be discussed as a separate building, the South Extension Building No. 2.
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2. South Extension 1890: This irregularly-shaped, 3-story, coursed
rubble building roughly 110’ x 110’ overall has a 9-bay facade with
12/12 sash windows and a simple, widely-bracketed, overhanging wooden -

cornice. Situated adjacent to the dam, its first floor served as a "supply
and wheel house," as indicated on the 1922 Sanborn.

3 Boiler House 1890 : ‘This roughly 70’ square, coursedrubble building
is attached to the north-rear elevation of Building No. la. It has a more
elaborately dorbelled cornice, 12/12 sash windows surviving on the northern
facade, and an attached 190’ tall brick chimney with machiolation at the
top and blind Gothic arches. - The east river bank elevation shows heavy
alterations, notably the installation of early-2Oth century steel-framed
windows with cement sills.3 This building houses a mid-2Oth century steam
generating system.

4. office Building 1890: This 40-foot square, coursed nibble building,
situated along Providence Street in front of Building No. 1, is of
Italianate style. It has a hipped, shingled roof with a central gable on
each flank and an elaborate, widely-bracketed, wooden cornice. These
brackets are raked along the gables. Each of the 3-bay facades has a
central oculus at the gable. First floor windowâ are 9/9 sash. The
entrance on the Providence Street facade consists of a double hung recessed
panel door. A-steel pipe railing flanks a walkway leading to the south
-elevation door. An embossedpatterned sidewalk leads to the front
Providence Street entrance. A basemententrance is at the rear of the
building. - . -

The first floor is divided into three spaces: a front lobby and two
office spaces. A central stairway leads to the second floor--a single
space lighted by the two side ocular windows the- front and rear windows
have been filled with wooden panels and vents . All first floor rooms are
wainscoted. -

5. Weave Shed 1920: This 4-àtory, 20thcentury Eddition to the complex
represents a typical industrial building of the period--reinforced concrete
and steel frame with brick walls, large window openings, and narrow piers
and spandrels. The facade consists of 5 bays flanking a square central
tower; windows are metal framed. It is roughly 400’ x 150’ and flat
Eoofed. The roof is sealed with asphalt.

- The upper floors of this building are open space with steel columns
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and concrete floors. The basement is narrow in width compared to the upper
floors becauseof the thick east wall needed to retain the land rising from
that side of the buildin. -

6. WasteHouse 1890’: This flat roofed, 2-story, coursed rubble
building, located behind the 1920 weave shed Building No. 5 dates to the
1890 construction. The side elevation of this roughly 70’ x 40’ building
is incorporated into the river retaining wall. The facade shows -

significant alteration--a mix of segmental arch, brick lined doorways;
double-hung sash windows with granite lintel and sill; and 24-light steel
frame windows. The cornice is wooden and bracketed. The roof is flat,
sealed with asphalt and-gravel. -

Interior space is divided into two main narrow areas. A small office is
located on the second floor. At the time of its abandonmentit housed a
machine shop, much of the contents including overhead shafting and
belting of which remains, in remarkably good condition on the second floor.

7. storehouse 1890: This 150’ x 100’. flat-roofed, 3-story building is
of uncoursed rubble with a corbelled brick cornice and a plain wooden crown
molding. The Providence Street elevation consistsof eight bays of 4/4

- sash windows.. The roof is flat and sealed with asphalt and gravel.

8. Waterpower Systemca. 1860, 1890: This feature includes Riverpoint
Upper Dam RIDEM No. -14, gates, headrace, penstocks, turbines, and

- tailrace. This dam is of rough-faced, regularly coursed, granite ashlar.
Its length is 75 feet; its height is 29 feet. - The spillway consists of
granite cup stairs. This structure impounds the waters of the Pawtuxet
River at a point adjacent -to the south corner of Building No. 2. Six trench
gates locatedin this’ building allow passage of the water-, to an open
headrace running to Building la middle extension. There, a second gate

- system allows the water to penstocks for three turbines located in Building
la. The water is returned- to -the Pawtuxet through a series of masonry
arches below the truss bridge. -

As presently configured, the turbines drive a shaft for generation of
electricity. Correspondencein the dam files of the RI Department of
Environmental Management describes a proposal submitted by saybrooke
Manufacturing Co. to harness this water potential for hydroelectric
purposes inthe l970s. Acco±ding to the calculations presented in the
proposal, the "upper privilege" wpuld generate hpproximately 350 KW of
electricity.5 This proposal was never carried dut.
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9. Truss Bridge ca. 1890: This riveted, iron pony truss bridge has a
spáñ of 65 feet. It dates to the extenâive reconstruction of the mill
complex by the B.B. and R. Knight Company. The bridge spans the Pawtuxet
River at a 45-degree skew- within the mill property. This type of bridge,
patented by Thomas and Caleb Pratt’ in 1844, was commonly used throughout
the United States for spans of from 25 to 150 feet in length. - -

-The 12-foot wide bridge deck is of 2" timber plank. The abutments are
ashlar and contiguous withthe river retaining wall. The.bridge consists

of five panels of approximately 13 feet each and a panel height of 8 feet
- from the deck. The verticals compressive members, inclined end posts, and

upper chords are’ built-up membersconsisting of two angle irons with open
lattice. Flange to flange, these membersare approximately 7" in width. The
lower chords are.angle iron. The floor system consists of built-up I-beams
and timber stringers. The diagonals tension members are simple pairs of
angle- irons with no lattice connectors. These diagonals are tied in to the
lower and upper chords at each panel point. A horizontal angle iron
attached to the diagonals on both trusses serves as a hand railing.

Twentieth-century utility lines running along the west river
embankmentare covered by a wooden enclosure. This pitched-roof enclosure
takes a 45-degree jog as it, meets the south flank of the bridge.. At this
point it is secured to the bridge by I-beam extensions attached to the
floor beams.

- A plaque on the northeast end post identifying the builder as the
BOston Bridge Works is now-missing. While many regional bridgeworks were
absorbed into the American -Bridge Company in the l890s, this company,
formed in 1876, remained independent and survived until the 1930s.

The Royal Mill Bride is one of five wrought iron,- riveted Pony truss
bridges in Rhode Island. Although the wooden deck is badly weathered, the
wrought iron structural componentsappear to be in very good condition.

10. Royal Mills Bridge No. 27 1923: This modjified spandrel, reinforced
concrete bridgewas built by the Rhode Island State Board of Public Roads
and designed by Chief Bridge Engineer, C1arence L. Hussey. Replacing a
Pratt truss bridge built ca 1887, it is one of eight surviving bridges of
this type.7 The modified spandrel- design, emploed between 1918 and 1930
was unique to Rhode Island roads. This exceptioftally strong and elegant
design drew from’open-spandrel construcition and consisted of these
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essential elements: inclined spandrel walls, arch rings instead of an arch
drum, and a sidewalk carried on brackets integral with the inclined
spandrel. This design reducedthe amount of concrete dead load by about
one-half with no sacrifice in strength. In doing so, it obviated the need
for an arch drum to extend the full width of the roadway, including

- thidewalks. The relatively light load carried by the sidewalks was carried
by the brackets tied in to the spandrel. These inclined spandrels also
formed a trough for the roadway fill. This trough required significantly
less fill than the commonly-used closed spandrel bridges of the period.
This bridge was determined eligible for listing in the National Register of
Historic Places in 1989 as part of the R.I. Historic Bridge Inventory.
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Photographs: -

Royal Mill complex
125 Providence Street -

West Warwick
Kent County, Rhode Island

Photographer: Edward Connors

Date: December1996, August 1997

Original Negatives: Rhode Island Historical Preservation & Heritage
Commission, 150 Benefit Street, Providence, RI 02903

l Facade of Royal Mill Bldg. No.1, view south

2. Detail of clock tower, view southeast

3. Rear of Royal Mill and walkway, view north

4. Middle-Extension Bldg. No. la, Boiler House Bldg. 3, truss bridge,
and dam, view south

5. Turbines Bldg. No. la, view south

6. Office Building Bldg. 3, view west

7. Facade of Weave Shed Bldg. No. 5, view south

8. Interior of Weave Shed 4th floor-, view south

9. Waste House Bldg. No. 6 and truss bridge, view southeast

10. Interior of Waste House machine shop, 2nd1 floor , view south

11. Store House Bldg. No. 7, view north
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2. SouthernExtension/SupplyHouse
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4. OffIce Building -

5. WeaveShed

8.DamNo. 147
9. Truss Bridge
10. Concrete Bridge
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Map of the Property of GreeneMfg. Co.
l.A. Munroc 1872
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TOWN OP WARWICK

Evensand RichardsMap 1895.
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Signif I canre

The Royal Mill complex is significant as the physical expression of
- the development of the-B.B. and R. Knight Company into one of the largest

textile manufacturers in the world. Located in Rhode Island’s most heavily-
industrialized community, the mill’s corporate history parallels and -

exemplifies several important themes in the state’s industrial history:
the consolidation of firms for economies of scale, the decline of -the New
England textile industry in the early 20th century, and the role of strikes
and labor disputes in textile and Rhode Island political history. -

The present layout of the complex is essentially that of an extensive
reconstruction and demolition carried out ca 1890 by 8.8 and R. Knight,

- incorporating the Greene Manufacturing Company’s plant into its holdings-of
some seventeen separate factories throughout Rhode Island and
Massachusetts. Sensing the threat posed by southern competition and rising
labor agitation, 8.8. and R. Knight sold their complete holdings to aNew
York-based conglomerate in 1920. Intensifying southern competition and
widespread, violent labor strife followed, bringing the company to near
collapse in the l920s. A major textile strike that spread throughout New
England in 1922 began in the weave room of the Royal-Mill. This strike
marked the emergenceof Rhode Island’s immigrant population into the
mainstream of state politics, hastening the demise of the Republican Party

- as the dominant force in state affairs and bringing the Democrats to power.

- Through reorganization, anew corporation nursed the company through
the-late l920s until its eventual collapse in the Great Depression. The
öomplex was purchased at a foreclosure auction in 1936 by Saybrooke
Corporation and subsequently converted for woolen manufacture. By the mid
1940s Saybrooke had failed, maintaining ownership and leasing parts of the
complex to rayon manufacturers, dyers and finishers, and other uses. Ace
Dyeing and Finishing, a company owned by the Saybrooke interests, continued
operation in the brick weave shed until the abandonment of the complex in
1993. - -

The Royal Mill complex thus meets National Register Criterion A for
its exemplification of the consolidation and rapid decline of Rhode Island
textile manufacturing in the period from 1890 to 1947 and for its role in
Rhode Island’s labor history as the site of a walkout that gave rise to the
textile general strike of 1922. It meets Criteion C for its embodiment of
the distinctive characteristics of late 19th- and early 20th-century New
England mill architecture. It remains a handsothecomplex of industrial
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buildings and warehouses; a vital water privilege on the Pawtuxet River; a
largely intact waterpower systemcomprising a dam, raceways, and turbines;
an 1890 metal Pratt truss bridge; and a 1923 reinforced concrete bridge.

NB: The Valley Queen Mill, part ofthe Royal Mill complex until its sale0
in 1931, is already listed on the National Register of Historic Places.

The Pawtuxet Valley and the tndustrial Revolution -

- Soon after Samuel Slater began the water-powered spinning of cotton
yarn on the Blackstone Riverat Pawtucket in 1791, other local
entrepreneurs-obtained-water privileges for-the erection of spinning mills
along Rhode Island’s rivers. NOtable among these early experiments was the
1794 mill at Centerville on the Pawtuxet River in Warwick. From this simple
beginning, life in the triangle known as the Pawtuxet Valley would come to
be defined by textile manufacturing over the next century and a half.

- Stephen Harris 1786-1858 studiedat Woodstock, Connecticut, and
Brown University, eventually completing his studies at Dartmouth College.
His course of study had prepared him-for-the field of medicine, a practice
he pursued in Johnston and Coventry until the time of the War of 1812. By
this time the profits to be gained in cotton yarn manufacture were well- -

known. In 1812 Harris, in partnership with Sylvester Knight a physician
and, earlier, a partner in a medical practice , Resolved Waterman, Resolved
Slack, and JamesGreene, purchased 40 acres of land and a water privilege
three miles below Centerville- along the south branch of the Pawtuxet for

-this purpose. This site was near the confluence of the north and south
branches, a point on the river :with considerable water power potential.

H In 1809 Harris married-Eliza Greene, a daughter of the above mentioned
captain James Greene and oneof the original owners of the 1794 cotton mill
at Centerville.8 As a- gesture of respect to his in-laws or in recognition
of the investment and guidance provided by his1 father-in-law in the new
venture, the factory was- named Greene Manufacturing Company. The village
that grew around the mill came to be known as Greeneville.

Greene Manufacturing Company I

-

Typical of the modest scale of mills erected along the Blackstone and
the Pawtuxet in this early period, the original Greene factory was a two-
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story,- timber frame building, 65 feet long, housing four throstle frames
and two mules.9 - --

Peter Coleman’s study of the beginnings of-Rhode Island’s textile
industry provides an assessmentof the-number and size of mills in this
period. In 1809 Rhode Island had 25 cotton-mills six of these in Warwick
with a production capacity of 14,696 spindles. Three years later, at the
outbreak of the War of 1812, the number of mills had increased to 38, the
number of spindles increasing to 56,146. Warwick, by this time, had nine
mills along both branches ofthe Pawtuxet.’°

As was the casewith-many small textile manufactories in southern New
England, the relative prosperity afforded by the embargo and war years
faded-with the resumption of trade with Britain in 1816. In the same year,
the original Greene-Manufacturing Company partnership failed. Dr. Harris,
who had relocated to Atlanta during the war years to establish a commission
house with Resolved Waterman, returned to Warwick and purchased sole
interest in the company in 1817." -

-
-- By this time, waterpowered weaving had been introduced into Rhode

Island factories. When Dr. Harris resumedoperations at Greeneville in -

1818, he installed-eight power looms at the mill. Within two years he was
operating 18 looms and 780spindles, with a total capital investment of
$20,000. - - -

- The l820s, though prosperous for Greene Manufacturing Company, saw a
flood and damage to the factory’s dam in 1821-and a fire in the picker and
machine shop in 1827. The mill was enlarged after this fire. By 1832 the
factory housed 3600 spindles, with a capital investment of $90,000. Under
the ownership of Harris, the Greene Manufacturing Company expanded in the
postwar years to rank among the seven largest textile operations in Rhode
Island.’2 --

In 1833 Harris acquired a new mill privilege downstream, closer to the
confluence of the two branches. This "lower rivi1ege" became the site of
Greene Manufacturing Company’s "lower mill," a three-story granite mill.
The growth of this lower complex will be discussed only in general terms in
this report as it was sold in 1934 to .Bradford Soap Worksand is not at
this time part of the Royal Mill complex. -

During the years 1844-1846 Harris erected1athird mill, also of
granite. This mill--situated between the original, now "upper," mill and
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the lower mill--came to be called the middle mill. The following
description of the village of Greeneville appeared-in the Kent County Atlas
of September 21, 1850. - - -

- There are three mills in Greeneville, one built of wood and of good
- old age, the other two of very recent erection and built of stone.
- The one nearest the confluence [now Bradford Soap] has not yet

received more than.half the machinery intended for it. The-one above
- -this [middle mill is infull operation, and the wooden mill has

- - continued its rattling for these twenty or thirty years. -

In the same year, the- Federal census Products of Industry describes
a vital company-producing 2,000,000 yards of sheeting and shirting valued
at $140,000, a capital investment of $l75,000,-and a work force of 180
operatives.’3 - --

- By this time a substantial village had grown up around the three
mills, comprising a planing mill, a store, a foundry producing machinery
castings, mill houses, a school-, two churches, and a timber bridge spanning
the Pawtu*et below the middle mill. This village has been called,
variously, Frozen Point or Pint, Greeneville, and Riverpoint.’4

The middle-mill was enlarged again in 1855.- Dr. Stephen Harris died
three years later, the estate shared by his four children. An 1859 estate
map, shows the addition of a pump house behind the middle mill and three
frame outbuildings on the land between the upper-and middle mill. A
$200,000 tax assessmentin 1860--an increase of $25,000 over that of the
1850 census--indicates the company’s growth during this period. The 1860
census describes a work fOrce of 375 operatives and a yield of 3,500,000-
yards of cotton cloth from -850,000 bales of raw cotton. As was common
practice among manufacturers inthis period, the company purchaseda 50
horsepower turbine, a repladement of an earliCrwaterwheel.’5

During the Civil War years the company’s .ax evaluation rose
dramatically from $210,000 in 1862 to $300,000! in 1867. This expansion
likely took the form of a new gate house and lngthened dam as well as a
100’ eli on the upper mill to accommodatethe increased production of the
war years. This eli appears asa hand-drawn addendumto an undated Factory
Mutual Drawing produced between 1859 and 1872.1 By 1872 the ell appears on
an unaltered Warwick plat map.’6 -

The evaluation of Greene Manufacturing CoMpany remained stable between
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1867 and 1872, increasing slightly in 1873 and beginning a noticeable
decline in 1877. This decline continued until 1885 despite a $250,000
recapitalization in bonds secured by the company’s mortgage in 1882. This
attempt to revitalize the company with an infusion of capital failed. On
November 12, 1885 Hospital Trust -held a public auction at the mill. The
Pawtnxet Valley Gleaner noted the proceedingswith the following item:

The auction sale of the Greene Manufacturing Companyproperty took
place on Thursday last, as advertised, Mr. C.F. Bill, auctioneer. - The

- terms of sale were - read -and bids were called for, the first one coming
from Mrs. Taft of Whitinsville, Massachusetts, who bid $110,000. No

- other bid was offered for nearly fifteen minutes, when Mr. Robert
-Knight, of B.B. & R. Knight, raised it $5,000, and principally between
-the two, the price was run up to $l37,500andwas f.inally4sold] to
Mr. Knight. This is a great bargain, as the -property is taxed at
$322,000.’

At the time of the auction the Greene mill complex housed 570 looms
and 27,000 spindles.- The Knight brothers wasted little time assessing
their new property. An early December item in the Gleaner notedthat "the
startup of the middle mill was pleasing to many, as the former help who had
not moved away were-obliged to go- quite- a distance to secure work."8

-B.B. & R. Knight -

By the time of the purchase ofthe Greene Manufaêturing Company, B.B.
& It. Knight was one of the largest textile manufacturers in the world. The
Knights had purchased the Natick Mills in 1882 after the collapse of the A.
& W. Sprague textile empire nine years earlier. From-their beginnings in
1851 when Robert Knight sold hiS brother half interest in the Pontiac Mill,
this partnership came to control seventeenmills in Rhode Island and
Massachusetts.

Within a few years of the purchase of the Greene property, the Knight
brothers announcedplans for a massive rebuilding of the three mills. The
upper mill as enlarged in 1827, 1855, and ca. 1862 was demolished during
*1889-9O.’ The Gleaner noted thepiecemeal removal of the frame mill -

during these years: - -

Messrs. B.B. and It. Knight have removed the second half of the old
wooden mill formerly standing in front of the store, to the rear end
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of the garden near the cotton store house and will make it into
- tenements. The front end of the mill was removed last seasonon to

-- the main street and fitted up for tenements. The large, two-story
woodenbuilding occupied as a machine repair shop for the mills has
also been removed up near the cotton house.2°

Two weeks later the newspaper added the following details of the
transformation of a mill into worker housing: "fthe Knights] have taken
another slice -of the old wooden mill acros the street into the village for
a tenement, each piece being large enough for four or more tenements.

- The massive new mill, in the location of the Greene upper and middle
millS, was christened theRoyal Mill after Royal Knight, the deceasedson
of Robert Knight. The Knights retained David M. Thompson, a mill engineer
who had- directed a massive reconstruction of the Knight’s Natick Mills in
1882, for the project. While nominally a reconstruction of the mid-l9th
century middle mill salvaging and re-using the granite of the outer
walls, the 1890 mill was by all appearancesa new building. At -the center
of the 750-foot long, 5-story, flatrroofed complex was a 276-foot tower of
granite, wood, copper and iron commemorating the centennial of American -

cotton manufacturing. 175 feet above ground level was an observatiOn deck
offering a commandingview of the Pawtuxet Valley. Approximately 50 feet
above the deck was a golden spheie, ten feet in diameter. This sphere
rotated on a vertical plane while a ring of attached stars rotated
horizontally. - Below the observation deck in the roof of -the tower was a -

bell and clock.- -On the fOur sides of the tower were inscribed: -"Royal
Mill," "l890,"-"1790-l890," and "To the Cotton Centenary." The capacity of
this new structure was planned to be 45,000 spindles, powered by a
combination of water, steath and the labor of 600 employees.22By 1898 this
projected rapacitywas exceededby 2,840 spindles.23 Between 1888 and 1892
the tax valuation of Knight’s Riverpoint holdings more than doubled--from
$150,000 to $377,60O. The layout of the present Royal Mill complex, but
for the addition of the 1920 weave shed, is essentially the same as that
created in the 1890 construótion. The general cOntours of the main section
of the Royal Mill still define the location of the 1844 stone or "middle
mill;" the break in the building’s facade at the clock tower and its
southern extensions define the location of the original "upper mill." The
area now occupied by the 1920 weave mill on the east bank of the Pawtuxet
was used historically as warehousespace served by a spur line of the
Pàwtuxet valley branch of the New York, Providence & Boston Railroad. The
present raceway, parallel to Providence Street- along the facade of the
mill, is in the location of the extended waterways required by the 1844
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construction of a second mill at the water privilege of the original wooden
mill. - - - -

Fire. - Labor Troubles,- Depression, and Multiple -use -

- - B.B. and R. Knight continUed operation of the Royal Mill until a
spectacular fire broke out in the commemorative tower on the evening of
January 27, 1919. The-upper-portion of the tower was of timber frame and,
ciollapsing onto the main flat roof of the l890s renovation, it caused the
fire to spread rapidly through the rest of the building. This spread was
abetted by the collapse of--a water storage tank in the very-tower where the

- fire had begun. By 2:30onthe morning of the 28th-most of the building
had-co11apsed-the loss estimated at $1,250000.25 1200 operatives found
themselves out of.work. The Knights began a-complete reconstruction of the
property the following May; this work included a hew, 4-story brick weave
mill on the opposite east bank of the Pawtuxet.

Wartime prosperity continued briefly in the immediate postwar years.
By June of 1920 B.B. and R. Knight were secretly negotiating with Frank K.
Rupprecht of the Consolidated Textile Company for sale of the complete
Knight holdings. This $20,000,000 sale was effected on September 17,
1920.26 - -

- - Postwar prosperity evaporated in- a- serious recession that began in
1921. The Knights, as it turned out, -had acted wisely in selling their
textile empire when they did. The mortar had barely dried on the 1920-22
rebuilding of the Royal Mill when arose thetwin specter of labor agitation
and southern textile competition--two themes that were to change forever
the relationship between Rhode Island and textile.manufacturing.

-
-- In early 1922 the new owners, still operating under the name of B.B.

and IL -Knight, imposed a 20%-päycut and an increase-in work hours to 54 a
week--this following a 22% cut a year earlier. This action, in concert
with other New England cotton manufacturers, was-an effort to roll back
concessions gained by mill workers during the war years. On January 23,
250 weavers walkedout of the Royal Mill, a move that idled 733 operatives.
The walkout spread to the nearby Valley Queen and Natick mills. Within a
week the strike had idled 4,000 workers in the Pawtuxet Valley alone.
After a 33-week strike that saw the involvement of national trade unions,
armed National Guard protection of the Natick Mill, widespread acts of
violence, extensive government mediation, and a loss of $1,000,000 to an
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already stricken industry, the strike was settled with a reestablishment of
wages at the level of the previous January 1.

An important aspect of this strike was the involvement of non-union,
immigrant workers. In addressing chroniclabor shortages, it had been the
practice of B.B. arid R. Knight to post hiring agents at U.S. ports of
entry. Notable among the immigrant populations employed in the Pawtuxet
Valley mills were Italians, Poles, and French-Canadians.27The significance
of this strike--particularly the emergenceof Rhode Island’s immigrant
populations as a political force--is described by SusanJaffee:

- Local immigrant and foreign-lanuage communities emerged with a
-: - heightened Aense of their -class position. Immigrant workers were

- -growing more politically active, and while this activity was limited
-

-- in scope and direction, it would subsequently shatter the political
supremacy of the Republican Party in the State.28

Another 11-day strike erupted in November 1925 when the corporation
-attempted to impose a 32-loom system on the mill’s 90 weavers, eachof whom
had been tending 16 looms. The weavers walkedout, effectively shutting
down the whole mill. At issue was the company’s introduction of the
"battery hand system," a plan to introduce unskilled workers to fill the
batteries with bobbins and double the number of automatic- looms tended by
skilled operatives. The skilled weavers would earn an added 15% in wages.

A statement by Colonel G. Edward Buxton-issued early in the strike and
published in the Providence Journaldescribed the move as an attempt to
"meet savage competition and of insuring a better prospect for continuous
employment at the present high wages which the company wishes to

-maintain." 29 The strike was settled on Novetnber 23, the weavers guaranteed
their original jobs tending 16 looms at a wage reduction-of 10%.

The company struggled on through a reorganization in 1926 that
established a new corporation, "B.B. and R. Knight of Rhode Island." This
corporation sold off- the Valley Queen property in 1931 to the Bradford Soap
Works, a company that continues in that location. In 1935 the bankrupt
Knight Corporation-liquidated theRoyal Mill, which at that time housed
94,000 spindles and 2,838 looms1 employing 1325 operatives.
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Recent History -

A year later, in April- 1936, the Saybrooke Company, a woolen manufacturer
based in Hope Valley, RI, purchased the Royal Mill at auction for one
dollar. - By the late 30s this company was leasing industrial space to
related textile concerns, most notably rayon manufacturers,3° and producing
woolens until its failure in 1946. -Despite Saybrooke’s failure as a woolen
manufacturer, it maintained ownership of the complex. Hope Valley Dyeing
began leasing space in the weave shed shortly after the saybrooke purchase.
When Hope Valley-Dyeing leftthe complex in 1948, Ace Dyeing and Finishing
owned by the Saybrooke interests continued operation in the weave shed
Until -the abandonmentof the complex in 1993. Although Saybrooke
technically owns -the property, a-tax default auction in August 1993
assigned tax title to West Warwick. The property is now vacant but will
soon be converted to housing. A suspicious fire in December 1996 damaged
the second floor of Building No l.a’ Town officials determined that the
damage did not compromise the integrity of the structure.
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Geographical Data -

Verbal Boundary Description:

The boundaries of the Royal Mill Complex conform to those of West Warwick
Assessors Plat 26, Lot Nos. 10, 11, and 18. Buildings Nb. 1, la, 2, 3, and
4 are located on lot 11. Buildings No. S and 6 are located on lot 18.
Building No. 7 is located across Providence Street on lot 10.

Boundary Justification:

These boundaries define the land and buildings historically associated with
the Royal Mill. Although the Bradford Soap/valley Queen property was a
part of the complex until 1931, it is now a separate property, and is
separately listed in the National Register. -
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1. The actual orientation of the property is northeast to southwest,
roughly parallel to the flow of the Pawtuxet River at that location. For
ease of description, the orientation of the property will be simplified to
north-south. - -

- 2. There is some variation in the character of the stone masonry throughout
this complex. In general, there is a continuum from uncoursed, wet-laid
rubble to a more precisely laid rubble, to ashlar appearing at quoined
corners. It should also be noted that an incised stucco coating incisions
roughly suggesting the alignment of rubble below has been applied to much
of the complex. This coating, showing much wear, is a 20th century
treatment. - - -

* 3. Progress on the construction of this chimney is described in a series of
Autumn 1889 items in the Pawtuxet Valley Gleaner. See 9 August 1889, p. 1
and 27 September 1889, p. 5.

4. A ca. 1860 photograph of Greene Manufacturing Company’s middle and upper
mill indicates construction on the dam. In the photo, angled timber struts
and planking provide support to the face of the dam. Much of the length of
the current dam-may date to this construction: -

S. See -files for Dam 147, RI DEM, Office of Compliance and Inspection.

6.-The Rhode Island Historic Bridge Inventory Clouette and Roth, 1988
identifies 14 metal highway truss bridges in the state. Of these, nine are
of the Pratt type--but this general categoryincludes movables, through
trusses, and deck trusses. It also includes both wrought iron and steel as
construction materials. The current count of wrought-iron, pony truss
bridges is five: RIDOT bridges No. 301, 307, 459, 460, 842.The two pony
trusses at Albion, R.I., Nos. 163 and 164 were recently retrofit to allow
modern -loadings. This retrofit involved the construction of a new steel
beam bridge with the original trusses reattached as non-structural
elements. -

7. Royal Mills Bridge No. 27 is currently slated for replacement. For a
thorough study of this bridge and Hussey’s origination of the modified
spandrel idea, the reader is referred to Rhode- Island Historical Resources
Archive RIHRA WERK-0001.
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8. James Greene held a 1/9 share in the Centerville Mill. His daughter,
Eliza, died in March 1820. Two years later, Dr. Harris married Maria, the
daughter of Edward Manton of the Manton Mill.

9. This wooden mill is described in a 4 July 1889 Gleaner article as
"...formerly standing in-front of the store." This would place it across
Providence Street from the small park defined by the intersection of
Central Avenue, Providence Street and Apponaug Avenue. This park is in the
location of the B.B. and R. Knight company store that appears in the 1893
bird’s eye view. -

10. Peter J. Coleman. The Transformation ofPhode Island Providence: Brown
University Press, 1969 : 85-8

11. Oliver Payson Fuller. History of Warwick Providence: Angell. -

Burlingame and Co., 1875: 241 -

12. See Louis McLane, Documents Relative to the Manufacturers inthe U.S.
U.S. Department of the Treasury, 1932 -

13. The above-cited Kent County Atlas article gives a different assessment
of the capacities, products, and work force of Greene Manufacturing
Company: "245 looms and 12,000 spindles are now in operation, running on
numbers 28, 33, and 40 yarn, and turning out 48,000 yards of 7-8 and 4-4

* goods per week. 275 hands are-employed." -

14. By some accounts, the name FrozenPoint was derived from an incident
concerning a mechanic associated with the original mill. The story has it
that a pint of "spiritous liquor," left out overnight, was found to be
frozen solid the following morning. Despite attempts to -establish the name
of the village as "Greeneville," it never took hold. By 1852, through the
efforts of Reverend5.8. Goodenowof the First Congregational Church, the
earlier name--with its unfortunate liquor association--was dropped in favor
of Riverpoint, a name that referred to the confluence of the two Pawtuxet
branches. A year later, when the Providence, Hartford & Fishkill Railroad
laid its tracks along the ede of the village, it christened the depot
Riverpoint. -

15.. This turbine and associated shafting and belting is described in the
1860 Contract Book in the manuscriptsdepartment of the RI Historical
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Society. - - * -

16. See Warwick Plat Book 8, p. 13. "Map of River Point."

17. "Riverpoint." Pawtuxet Valley Gleaner 14 November 1885: 8

18. "Riverpoint." The Pawtnxet Valley Gleaner S December 1885: 4

19. This -frame mill appears contiguous with an extension of the middle mill
in a Bailey 1889 birds-eye view of Clyde; Riverpoint and Arctic. It is
worth noting that a Providence Journal article 7 June 1931, p. AlO
mentions a rebuilding of the Knight property at Riverpoint after an 1890
fire. No further corroboration of this tire is available at the time of
this writing.

20. "Riverpoint." The Pawtiixet Valley Gleaner 4 July 1890: 1

21. "Riverpointi’ The Pawtuxet Valley Gleaner 18 July 1890: 8. An 8
August 1890 item also relates that-"B.B and R. Knight have "staked out
locations for several cellars and have commenceddigging two of them,
fronting the street leading past the Odd Fellows Home."

- 22. "The Royal Mills, River-Point, R.I." The Providene Journal of Commerce
2 December 1891 : 318

23. At this time 8.8. & R. Knight controlled 15 mills and 425,000 spindles,
representing a capital investment of $6,375,000. The work force numbered-
about 5,000 workers with a weekly payroll of $35,000. Source: Providence
Journal of Commerce 6 December 1898: 356

24. It should be noted that this valuation includes the Valley Queen mill.

25. "Royal Mills at Riverpoint Burn." Providence Journal 28 January 1919:
1 and "Royal Mills Now Smoldering Ruins." Providence Journal 29 January
1919 : 3

26. As recounted by Pawtuxet Valley historian, Mathias Harpin, Rupprecht,
aware of the close paternalistic oversight of the company by the Knight
family, offered Robert L. Knight, grandson of the founder, a titular
position in the Providence office of the company. Ruppredht believed that a
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-Knight presence would smooth over the transition to a large, New York-based
conglomerate. Knight adamantly refused. Benjamin. B. Knight died in 1898,
Robert in 1912. See Mathias Harpin. Trumpets in Jericho by the author:
1961 p. 330-1.

27. As pointed out in Susan Jaffee, Ethnic Working Class Pràtest: The
Textile Strike of 1922 in Rhode Island, "Immigrants and their children
provided the overwhelming amount of the manpower in Rhode Island’s cotton
textile industry. Of the 3,448 males employed as unskilled-laborers in
óotton mills, approximately 2,000 were foreign-born-and 1,000 native born
of foreign parents." p. 3-5. The key role of Italians is described in
"Born Out of Strikes: An-Interview with Luigi Nardella." Radical History
RAview 17 Spring 1978. Nardella’s brother, Guido, is reputed to have
started the strike.

28. As quoted in James Celenza’s introduction to "Born Out of Strikes: An
Interview with Luigi Nardella." Radical History Review 17 Spring 1978:
153.

29. "150 Mills -Operatives Quit."- Providence Journal 13 November 1925: 3

30. These rayon manufacturers have included: Davidson Brothers, Philip
Liberman Co., Kent County, River-Tex Mills, Marven Looms, and Mill Bridge
Mills. Other dyers and finishers have included Riterpoint Finishing Co.
related to Guerin Fabrics,-- Inc. and Worsted Finishers. Sunbury Dress Co.,
a dressmaker, occupied space in the Royal Mill from 1946 until the late
1950s. - -

-31. Peter Dujardin. "Latest W. Warwick Blaze Ruled Arson." Providence
Journal 28 December 1996 :1 - -
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